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History, a touch of nostalgia and the here and now
are combined in a pulsating mix. Central America was
the inspiration for the concept of this collection
PANAMA.
Panama does not only unite the Atlantic with the Pacific Ocean, but its capital also combines modern architecture with old colonial style buildings. Bold sky
scrapers harmonize with traditional architecture dominated by colour and charmingly adorned balcony
railings. A myriad of small islands and the rain forest
with abundant foliage plants create a tropicalCaribbean oasis which could hardly be more diverse.
The combination of the traditional, the plain lines but
also the modern materials form a very enthralling and
appealing mix – captured by the fabrics in Collection
PANAMA. The six fabrics made of Trevira CS and
polyester FR display a strong appearance with an international attitude. They are perfectly suitable for
commercial interiors and have excellent care properties.
A collection as multifaceted, as outspoken and cosmopolitan as Panama City.

BALBOA
Upholstery
Article no. 2787
32 colours
Width 140 cm / 55” x
100 PES FR
BXCNP Hko

F

Avenida Balboa trails impressively and elegantly along the shore of the Pacific. The leafy
opulent coastal strip was the inspiration for the plain velvet BALBOA. This distinctive fabric
woven from Trevira CS fibres impresses with a high pile and the feel of cotton velvet. Distinctively and naturally it fits each shape of furniture. The striking colour palette consisting of
32 colourways shines with facets of green and blue as well as „colourful darks“ – dark hues,
deep and intensive with a touch of mysticism.

CABANA
Decoration
Article no. 2790
7 colours
Width 138 / 54” x
Repeat 120 cm / 47”
100 PES TREVIRA CS
BXCKP Ht

Tropical flair and a manifold flora; all this is reflected in the decorating fabric CABANA. The
large design of banana leaves boosts the visibility and becomes the eye-catcher of the
collection. The natural interplay of light and shadow in the leaves produces depth and a threedimensional look. To achieve this effect, it is necessary to use an intricate weaving construction of several weft yarns. As different as the seven colour combinations may be, yet they
have a common beautiful light-dark contrast with fine gradations. The clear-cut alignment is
reminiscent of etching which lends the fabric a touch of nostalgia.

CARMEN
Upholstery
Article no. 2789
6 colours
Width 140 cm / 55” x
100 PES TREVIRA CS
BXCKP H F

Sober, sophisticated and very decorative; the upholstery fabric CARMEN presents itself with
a fine, striped alternating design. The reps and sateen weave produces an elegant structural
interplay, underlined by contrasting colours. A modern striped design which is refreshingly
different due to the bold colour combinations such as for example coral red in combination
with aqua. Furniture pieces can skilfully be showcased with CARMEN.
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CLARITA
Decoration
Article no. 2792
5 colours
Width 300 cm / 118” y
100 PES TREVIRA CS
BXCKP

With its bright and shiny appearance, the decorating fabric CLARITA favours its Spanish
meaning. Thanks to its transparent and flowing drape it embellishes windows in an arty and
casual look. Glossy and fancy yarns in the weft yarns produce a discreet shimmer; as a
contrast, the natural-coloured warp yarns producing a beautiful blend of colours. A shrinkage
yarn confers the light wavy structure. CLARITA can be made up room-high and impresses
with five natural colours.

FERNANDO
Decoration – Dim-out W
Article no. 2791
3 colours
Width 300 cm / 118“ y
100 PES FR
BXCKP HWw

The design of the dim-out FERNANDO contains a sober graphical alignment and a deep
brilliance of colour – sophisticated and noble as the attitude of a gentleman. The room-high
fabric is dyed during the first finishing process and in the second step printed on one side with
the design. A fabric which combines decorative character with functionality.

SOSA
Upholstery
Article no. 2788
13 colours
width 140 cm / 55” x
100 PES FR
BXCKP H F

SOSA, a multifaceted and modern upholstery fabric with character. The harmonic polychromy
in combination with the deliberately coarse-grained surface structure confers the flat woven
fabric a very special touch. Weft and warp yarns interlace tightly in a type of matt weave.
Matt and glossy yarns as well as their different structure produce a fine strié effect. SOSA is
a versatile upholstery of style and class – available in 13 selective colours.
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